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KA 65

Edging curves, radii, convex and concave
shapes is easy with the CONTURO. Even mitred
edges can be cut to an outstanding quality with
the stationary unit. Quick, easy and clean –
ideal for shaped parts and small batches.
Suitable for machining all types of wood,
plastic or melamine edging with a height of
18-65 mm and edge strength of 0.5-3.0 mm
(depending on material). The CONTURO is
packed away safely in a SYSTAINER, extremely
mobile and delivers a perfect edge quality,
even in combination with system accessories.

CONTURO
edge bander

Semi-stationary
edge banding

Gluing with the edge bander
Affixing straight edging
Edging concave and convex moulded parts
Gluing circular sections
Edging inner corners

Stationary gluing of edges
Affixing narrow and straight edging
Affixing wide and straight edging
Edging small moulded parts
Edging mitre joints
Extremely appropriate

Technical data
Power consumption (W)

1200

Edge height (mm)

18-65

Edge thickness (mm)

0,5-3,0

Inner radius (mm)
Warm-up time (min)
Melting temperature (°C)
Infeed speed (m/min)
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Appropriate

> 50
8
100-210
2/4

Safety class

I

Weight (kg)

7,9

Vibration and emissions values can be found in the operating manual at www.festool.co.uk/vibration

Edging

WORKING WITH MFT

WORKING WITH THE VAC SYS

PREPARING THE WORKPIECE

PERFECT EDGE FINISH

SYSTEM
The perfect edge. The CONTURO in a system.
At the heart of the system, the CONTURO is
responsible for the gluing process while the
surrounding system components perform all
other working steps. From cutting and milling
chipboard to size or applying glue, pressing down
edging, cutting and flush trimming, smoothing
and polishing – the Festool system operates with
a level of professionalism and clean quality that
only bench-mounted machines can achieve.
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CONTURO
GLUING EDGING

ADHESIVES

TRIMMING EDGING

SPECIAL ACCESSORIES

STATIONARY TASKS

ACCESSORIES
www.festool.co.uk
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Edge bander CONTURO KA 65

CONTURO KA 65

The start of the perfect edge.

u Easy, clean and efficient working progress and patented cartridge gluing
system for quick colour changes

u Precision glue application for a perfect join quality and maximum adhesion
u Nozzle system that is easy to clean, machine housing does not heat up,
allowing safe working progress

u Adhesive melts according to requirements and does not boil, discolour or
deteriorate

Technical data
Power consumption (W)

1200

Edge height (mm)

18-65

Edge thickness (mm)

0,5-3,0

Inner radius (mm)

> 50

Heating time (min)

8

Melting temperature (°C)

100-210

Feed speed (m/min)

2/4

Safety class

I

weight (kg)

The basis for the perfect edge.

Versatile and easy to operate, the CONTURO
represents a genuine solution for manufacturing individual moulded parts, as well as
affixing edging to workpieces or furniture

RRP in £*

Order no.

KA 65 Plus GB 240V

1.865,00
2.238,00

574606

KA 65 Set GB 240V
edge trimming set SYS KB-KA 65

2.083,00
2.499,60

574614

Items Included
front handle, 4x natural EVA adhesive, in a SYSTAINER SYS 4 T-LOC

components produced in small batches.

Packed in a SYSTAINER, the CONTURO is also
suitable for mobile use as well as manufacturing edging in situ with a perfect quality
finish.

* Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary.
Excl. VAT.
Incl. VAT.

System accessories
from page 260
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7,9

Edging
Trimming machine KP 65/2

KP 65/2

The precise cut:

u Ergonomic handle location for easy, effortless trimming, even on thick edging
u Patented eccentric fine adjustment for precision impact trimming

u Tabletop on both sides of the trimming machine allows the user to trim left
and right panel edges from above – with a perfect view of the workpiece

u Impact trimming function (for round table) and trimming of panel edges (final
trimming) with a single machine

Technical data
Trimming height (mm)

65

Trimming thickness (mm)

2

08

Items Included

RRP in £*

Order no.

121,10
145,32

499896

in a carton
KP 65/2

Flush trimming.

The protruding edging is trimmed with the
Festool trimming machine KP 65/2: Insert

the edge band between the trimming blades,
move the trimming machine up to the stop
pin, position parallel to the workpiece and
press the handles together.

* Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary.
Excl. VAT.
Incl. VAT.

www.festool.co.uk
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Adapter plate AP-KA 65

AP-KA 65

Swivel-mounted stationary edging.

u For mounting the edge bander on a workbench

u Installation of adapter plate in a self-constructed table frame or in intended
MFT perforated board

u For small batches, straight edges, free form elements and gluing inclined
edges, angle from 0-47°

Technical data
Dimensions length x width (mm)

254 x 420

Min. installation height (mm)

150

Cutting angle adjustment (°)

0-47

Items Included

RRP in £*

Order no.

259,65
311,58

500175

mounting plate for edge bander complete with 15 sliding guides,
additional roll, in a carton
AP-KA 65

Stationary gluing.

Stationary work with the CONTURO. Not a

problem! With the adapter plate AP-KA 65.

This allows not only the trimming of straight
edges and curves, but also slanted edges at
90°-45° angles.

256

* Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary.
Excl. VAT.
Incl. VAT.

Edging
Multifunction table MFT/3 CONTURO

MFT/3 CONTURO

1 table. 1000 possibilities.

u For mounting the edge bander on a workbench
u Sliding guides for guiding the workpiece safely

u Allows the user to swivel the machine (0-47°) in the bench and position

the workpiece horizontally during edging – for convenient and safe guidance,
even with larger objects

Technical data
Table dimensions (mm)

1157 x 773

Work height (mm)

900

Swivel-mounted edge bander (°)

47

weight (kg)

29

08

Items Included

RRP in £*

Order no.

611,45
733,74

500869

adapter plate AP-KA 65, cross brace QT-MFT/3, in a carton
MFT/3 Conturo

Stationary unit for edge banding
Stationary edging? Yes, with the

MFT/3 CONTURO – a special multifunction

table for the CONTURO KA 65. Simply insert
the edge bander in the multifunction table

MFT/3 CONTURO via an adapter plate. As a
result, not only straight edges and curves

can be trimmed, but also sloping edges. The
CONTURO KA 65 can be swivel-mounted in
the stationary unit from 90° – 45°.

* Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary.
Excl. VAT.
Incl. VAT.

www.festool.co.uk
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The Festool system.
As the basis for the perfect edge, the CONTURO assumes the
gluing process. Its system completes all the other steps. From the
glue application, pressing the edges, trimming to smoothing down
and polishing – the Festool system makes everything possible
in an equally professional and clean quality which was previously
only possible with bench-mounted machines.
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Accessories and consumable materials

System accessories

08
260

08

www.festool.co.uk
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Edging
System accessories
Additional roll

$0/5630,"

Base runner scratch protector

Magazine for holding edging





Sanding block

Polishing agent

EVA adhesive







Scraper





Edge trimming set



Accessories for edge bander CONTURO KA 65
Denomination

Explanation

RRP in £*

Order no.

1

Additional roll ZR-KA 65

for KA 65, for affixing edging to tight curves and shaped parts, offers additional pressure point
for applying more pressure on the edge of the board when glued, roll height 65 mm,
in self-service display pack

48,00
57,60

499480

2

Scratch protector LAS-STF-KA 65

for KA 65, for using the edge bander on delicate or high-gloss surfaces, 4x retaining screws,
3x felt pads, in self-service display pack

23,15
27,78

499892

Spare felt EF-LAS-STF-KA 65 10x

for scratch protector LAS-STF-KA 65, for using the edge bander on delicate or high-gloss
surfaces, qty. in pack 10 piece(s), in self-service display pack

19,65
23,58

499893

3

Magazine for holding edging
KSP-KA 65

for KA 65, for the safe guidance of delicate and thin edging into the edge bander KA 65, safe
guidance of long edges without damaging or soiling, max. edge lengths of 8 m (edge thickness
of 2mm) possible, max. edge height 45 mm, max. edge thickness 2 mm, in a carton

40,10
48,12

499479

4

Sanding block HSK 80x133 H

for attaching StickFix 80 x 133 mm abrasive sheets, hard, in self-service display pack

17,95
21,54

495967

5

Polishing agent MPA 6000/1

Sanding polish, does not contain silicone, volume 500 ml, In plastic bottle

12,95
15,54
25,90 / 1 l
31,08 / 1 l

492424

6

Perforated top LP-KA65 MFT/3

for KA 65, allows the user to swivel the machine (0-47°) in the bench in combination with
adapter plate AP-KA 65 and position the workpiece horizontally during edging – for convenient
and safe guidance, even with larger objects, dimensions length x width 1102 x 718 mm,
in a carton

108,95
130,74

500366

7

Natural adhesive EVA nat 48X-KA 65

for KA 65, natural colour tone suitable for all types of decor, EVA universal adhesive with high
melting point, also suitable for use on objects with a higher resistance to temperatures,
48x natural EVA adhesive, adhesive diameter 63 mm, adhesive height 26 mm, processing
temperature 190 °C, in a carton

83,65
100,38

499812

Adhesive, white EVA wht 48X-KA 65

for KA 65, perfect join quality on white decor, EVA universal adhesive with high melting point,
also suitable for use on objects with a higher resistance to temperatures, 48x white EVA
adhesive, adhesive diameter 63 mm, adhesive height 26 mm, processing temperature 200 °C,
in a carton

83,65
100,38

499813

8

Scraper ZK HW 45/45

smoothing away impact marks left by cutters during the routing process (R1, R1.5 and R2 mm
curves), trimming overhanging material after the edge is cut (plastic edging) without damaging
the surface of the workpiece, Dimensions (L x W x H) 45 x 45 x 1,2 mm, curves 1/1,5/2 mm,
in self-service display pack

41,85
50,22

499749

9

Edge trimming set KB-KA 65 SYS

for KA 65, protective edging, additional roll, trimming device, scraper, base runner scratch
protector with 3x felt layers, 5x polishing felts, 20x StickFix abrasive sheets BR2 80x133 P320,
HSK-A 80x130, 5x StickFix sanding cloth S 800, polish MPA 6000, in a SYSTAINER SYS 4 T-LOC

321,50
385,80

500177

Polishing felt
PF-STF 80x133 STF H/5

for hand sanding block HSK 80 x 133, dimensions length x width 80 x 133 mm,
qty. in pack 5 piece(s), in self-service display pack

11,85
14,22

499894

10
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* Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary.
Excl. VAT. Incl. VAT.

Edging

Additional roll
Mobile attachment of edging to moulded parts with curves
With the CONTURO, radii with an inner radius of 50 mm and
a minimum outer radius of 25-30 mm can be cut. The following
applies: The thicker and more fragile the edging material,
the greater the radius must be. The additional roll supports
you by using the two rolls to press against the radius.

Magazine for holding edging
Attaching long strips of edging
With edge bands longer than 150 cm, there is a risk that the
edging will drag on the floor and become soiled or stuck. The
edging holder (accessory) was designed to avoid this situation. The edging is rolled up neatly in the holder to guarantee
an even feed into the machine. As a result, you can process
up to 8 m of edging both quickly and easily.

Scraper
Edge finish

08

The final sanding process comes after the gluing and edge
trimming: Cut off edge protrusion, smooth down the edge,
perform finishing work on corners and polish the edge if
necessary to high gloss. Ideal for routing edges: The edge
router MFK 700 Basic with new ball bearing brake and chip
deflection especially for clean processing, also for sensitive
edges. There is the scraper made from longlife solid carbide
especially for smoothing the edge. In order to smooth routed
radii or round off edges, it is equipped with three integrated
radii (R1, R1.5 and R2 mm).

www.festool.co.uk
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